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Gay and lesbian rights expand
By Emily Hois
REPORTER

The summer of 20O3 has
marked several major advances
for the gay and lesbian community in North America, including
the legalization of same-sex marriages in Canada and the repeal
of anti-sodomy laws in the
United States.
Ontario passed a law permitting same-sex marriages ]une 10.
which changed the legal definition of marriage from being a
union of a man and woman to
being one between two people,
according to CBSnews.com.
Same-sex couples are also per-

mitted to marry in Belgium and
the Netherlands. The Ontario ruling was the first of its kind in
Canada.
Michael Leshner and his partner Michael Stark of Toronto
played a major role in the court
ruling, and were married the
same day gay marriages were
made legal. This was possible
because Canada does not have a
waiting period for marriages.
Stark and leshner walked into a
courthouse with two forms of ID,
paid $85 for a license, and immediately exchanged vows in front
of a judge.
Along with making Canadian

history, the Ontario court decision may have sparked a new era
for equal marriage rights south of
the border.
The U.S. Supreme Court, in a 63 decision, struck down a Texas
anti-sodomy law. The decision
stops the government from punishing gay couples for sexual acts
in any of the 13 states with
sodomy laws.
"The petitioners are entitled to
respect for their private lives."
Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote
for the Court's majority. "The
state cannot demean their existence or control their destiny by
making their private sexual con-

duct a crime" (www.cnn.com).
The decision was made in
response to Lawrence and
Garner v. Texas. The case was in
response to a 1998 incident when
police received a neighbor's
deliberately false claim of domestic violence. They entered the
unlocked home of John
Lawrence and found he and
Tyron Gamer engaged in sexual
acts. Both men were arrested for
violating the Texas anti-sodomy
law.
Of the six justices in the majority, five felt the law violated the
14th Amendment, which guarantees the right to due process and
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privacy.
leanette Beal, president of
Vision at BGSU. said the decision
is an amazing rule for gay men. it
gives them more of a voice in gay
society." she said. "It gives them
more of a right to exist."
But as far as marriage goes,
Beal said it is a very small pin of
being Igay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgenderl in America
"Getting married is one of
those fundamental rights we feel
we should have," she said. Beal
and the members of Vision arc
focused on recognition of their
diverse selves and addressing
hate crimes.

"Until stereotypes are eliminated, we've got to fight to get ourselves on the same playing field."
Beal said.
he said Ontario's same-sex
marriage law is a step in die nght
direction. "As far as the queer
community goes," Beal said, "it

gives us hope."
Die situation In America, however, is another sloa
i think eventual!) the U.S. will
come to the point to legalize Igay.
lesbian, bisexual, transgenderl
marriages," she said. "But every
progressive movement has to gel
going."

"Itdemonstrates that, with support..., we
could do some good things."
DAVID HEINLEN, BGSU SAFETY AND HEALTH COORDINATOR

Mercury team
recognized
By Ruby R. Mason
NEWS

Eric Fcrttl BG News

EARLY STAGES: Construction crews work in metered lots east of Harshman Quadrangle. The lot has been temporarily leveled to move a gas
line before Wooster Street construction begins. The project, originally set to begin this summer, has been indefinitely delayed due to unexpected expenses, according to John Fawcett, municipal administrator. Construction should cost at least $500,000 mote than expected, he said.

"/ think this [Wireless Internet] will
increase... traffic to the mall."
ROBERT FOX. CEO OF DIAMONOBACK PROVIDERS

K Scott MM
SI STAN T NEKS EDITOR

The Woodland Towne Centre
has signed a contract with
Diamondback Providers and
Airpath Wireless in June that
allows customers to subscribe to
a wireless Internet service, which
is now available in the mall.
Diamondback Providers, in
association with Airpath Wireless

(a wireless Internet provider), has
installed several "gateway" units
in the mall's food court which
transmit signals throughout the
mall, aUowing people to purchase
and use wireless Internet anywhere in the building.
The wireless service, however,
does not limit a person to the
INTERNET. PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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BELLE GLADE, Fla. — Not
long after the family of Feraris
"Ray" Golden found his dead
body dangling from a tree outside his grandmother's home,
ugly suspicions began to surface.
Police concluded Golden
committed suicide, hanging
himself with a work shirt as a
noose. But relatives say that's
impossible; they claim the 32year-old, who was black, was
found with his hands tied
behind his back.
Rumors began swirling that
Ray Golden was lynched.
Friends say Golden was dating
a white policeman's daughter in
this rural farming community of

about 15,000, divided almost
equally between black and white
residents.
The uneasiness after his death
in May became so rampant that
NAACP leaders called for an
inquest into the lynching
rumors.
"We're not saying it's a homicide. We're not saying it's a suicide. We just think there are
some questions that need to be
answered," said Linda lohnson,
the local president of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People.
The state attorney agreed to
LYNCHING, PAGE 2
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T-Storms

The University's mercuryremoval program has received
national recognition. The health
and safety department of the
University has recently been recognized by the National Safety
Council for its efforts to remove a
dangerous metal — elemental
mercury — from the environment.
Elemental mercury is a potent
neurotoxin that poses a significant health risk when inhaled.
The
Elemental
Mercury
Collection and Reclamation
Program has been named the
winner of an Award of
Recognition in the Unique or
Innovative Category by the
Campus Safety, Health and
Environment
Management
Association, a division of the
National Safety Council. The
award was presented at the
International Conference on
Campus Safety in Nashville,
Tennessee on July 15.
Since the program began in
lanuary 1998. more than 6,000
pounds of mercury have been
retrieved, and there has been only
one month in which the
University was not called upon,
said David Heinlen. BGSU safety
and Iii-.ill 11 coordinator.
"We are very appreciative of the
award," Heinlen said. "It demonstrates that with the support of

the University and it partners, we
could do some good things for
the community."
The program has removed
sources of elemental mercury
from many counties around
Ohio, eastern Indiana, southern
Michigan
and
western
Pennsylvania.
The University partners with
four of the five regional
Environmental
Protection
Agency
offices.
Rader
Environmental Services, Toledo
Environmental Services and the
Ohio Spill Planning, Prevention
and
Emergency Response
Association. Together, they locate,
pick up and recycle mercury
found in homes, schools, hospitals and businesses.
The BGSU program was created as a community outreach
effort to safely collect and recycle
the dangerous substance, which
is found in a surprising number of
items in everyday life, Heinlen
said. Mercury is all around us
because it is a very useful element, he said. But when it gets
loose, it vaporizes at room temperature and can cause brain
damage, developmental disabilities and impaired motor skills.
"It has a greater impact on
developing central nervous systems, especially in young children," Heinlen said. He added
that it can cause death in cases of
exposure to high amounts.

Suspicions lead to Golden lynching
By Jill Barton
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LYNCHING TRIAL: Bemice Golden, mother of Feraris "Ray'" Golden,
reacts during a July 28 inquest into her son's death.
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Davis may be recalled
By Tom Chomeau
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO, Calif. —
Millions of Californians have
elected Gov. Gray Davis to
statewide office five times,
including mice as governor, but
they probably don't even know
that his real name is loe or
where he lives when he isn't in
Sacramento.
loseph Graham "Gray'' Davis
has shaped California policy for
almost 30 years, but he remains
an enigma to voters even as he
faces an unprecedented recall
election on Oil 7.

That mystery, created by his
detached style and often rigid
personality, helps explain why
the 60-year-old New York City
native could be the nation's first
governor to be recalled in 82
years.
"I don't know anyone who
says they know him well," said
I.arry Berg, founding director of
the lesse Unruh Institute of
Politics at the University of
Southern California. He met
Davis more than 25 years ago
when Davis was Gov. lerry
Brown's chief of staff.
Even political allies, particu-

Suicide not likely in
Golden murder case
LYNCHING. FROM PAGE 1

hold an inquest Monday to publicly air the community's concerns and the circumstances
surrounding (ioldrn's death.
Police, medical examiners and

others believed to have knowledge of the death are expected to
testify.
A death by lynching hasn't
been documented for more than
two decades, according to the
Southern Poverty law Center.

THERE IS STILL TIME
YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
146 1/2MANVIIJ.E. One BR, upper duplex. Limit 2
people. $473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants
pay utilities. Available 5/17/03 to 5/8/04.
517 p. REED At Thuratin. One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnished. Or Unfurnished.
One Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $430.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
Si' THURSTIN - Across Prom Offenhauer. Furnished
liciencies with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only -^360.00
One Year - One Person Only - $320.00
521 E, MERRY - Close to Offenhauer. Two Bedrooms.
Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $795.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $650.00
505 CLOUCH STREET Campus Manor - Behind
Kinko s. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $600.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
One Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $570.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $540.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $690.00
707 - 727 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $390.00
825 THIRD ■ One Bedroom Furnished. PETS
School Year - One Person Rate - $440,00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $470.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $420.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity.
One Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $570.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $540.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $690.00
J49-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom, Furn. or
nlurn.
One Year - One Person Rate - $325.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $390.0
School Year - One Person Rate - $375.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $450.00
815 FOURTH - One Bedroom, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH TWo Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $460.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
602.840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. TWo
Bedroom. Two Baths. Dishwashers, Extra Storage Area.
School Year TWo Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
818 SEVENTH -TWn Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
One Year_^ TWo Person Rate - $450.00
"1- One Bedroom unfurnished.
'ear - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $500.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $430.00
|25JUNTJJ One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $415.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $425.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $490.00
S24 S. COLLEGE TWo Bedroom Unfurnished, 1 1/2
aths.
One Year - One Person Rate - $430.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $485.00
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $630.00
841£ICHTH - TWo Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn. PETS
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $470.00
802 SIXTH - TWo Bedroom. One Bath, Furnished,
Dishwasher
School Year - One Person Rate - $470.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $425.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $510.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $680.00
One Year - Three Person Rate $560.00
WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO
BEDROOM BUILDINGS. STOP /A' THE OFFICE
FOR A BROCHURE.

larly the legislators who deal
with him daily, say that while
they share many goals they
have no real relationship with
Davis.
Davis has said he's no "rock
star" as governor, just someone
who would "get the job done."
But that ability to get the job
done was in doubt to the more
than 1.3 million voters whose
petition signatures put the
recall on the ballot.
Analysts say many of Davis'
problems were caused by forces
beyond his control, including
the power crisis of 2000-2001,

the recession and the implosion
of the state's high-tech industry.
All combined to create the
nation's largest state budget
deficit, which could reach $38.2
billion by next July.
Those troubles, his critics
said, demand the bold leadership that Davis lacks.
Even the leadership gap
could have been overcome, colleagues say, if Davis had built
stronger ties to Democratic
PnlSakiimAP Photo
leaders. His failure to do that
leaves him with a small and DISAGREEMENT: Supporters of the recall of Gov. Gray Davis shout
rather ambivalent group of at protesters opposed to the recall on July 26 in Sacramento, Calif.
defenders.

Wireless Internet: a growing trend
If a customer does not wish to
use a credit card for this purpose,
they can pay by the hour by purchasing $4 coupons.
Robert
Fox,
CF.O
of
Diamondback Providers, minks
this will draw attention to the
mall and bring more traffic. More
traffic means more business.
"I look for diis to increase student, business and overall traffic
to the mall," Fox said. "And if a
person is in the food court using
their computer, they might get
hungry and decide they want
something to cat while they work,
which will increase sales for the
stores and rcslaurants."
The Woodland Towne Centre
isn't the only place with such

INTERNET. FROM PAGE 1

food court. A customer of die
wireless service can use the feature anywhere in the mall.
Airpath Wireless is a company
that writes finnware and software
for authentication, tracking,
billing and roaming capabilities
for wireless Internet users.
Anyone who boots up their
computer in the mall will be presented with a screen allowing
them to purchase this wireless
Internet with a credit card.
The service costs anywhere
from $3.95 per hour to $39.95 per
month. It is also available for purchase at the infonnatinn desk at
the mall.

w

Vineyard
Church

customers to work on personal
things outside of school or work,"
Genson said.
She said she looks for the wireless service to be a big success.
"It's the wave of the future,"
Genson said. "We are always
open lo new ideas that we can
pass along to our customers, and
this is just one of them."
Reccndy Sprint PCS signed a
contract with Airpath Wireless to
partner with them in wireless
Internet service. This increases
both the availability of "hot spots"
and roaming capability.
The mall is also thinking about
putting in a desktop station
where people who do not own
laptops can use wireless Internet.
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in Bowling Green

demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people..

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

Admission only $4.00
• Season Passes on Sale NOW!
• Large Sandy Beaches
• Three Sand Voleybal Courts
• Bring Your Cooler* (no glass)

^^

Portage Quarry ^%^

180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.686.8117

*T!

352-9203 • portDKeqtuCTy.com 4BMK

104 S. Main
353-0988

MONDAY NIGHT
"All Day, Everyday"
HoVKS! Mon: 1 lam-1:30am
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat
Sun:

llam-1:30am
11am-l :30am
11am-3:00am
11am-l :30am
( P a p a )
cash, checks

I

£l/CHR£
Games start at 8 pm
*Sign up after 7 pm*

-7*7*
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Student -jpecltil l iPapu'-s Special
1 Large
. 1 Item

Are you gambling
with your career?

Fridays
4 pm-7 pm

$2.00

ApperrzcR
Buffer

aWintfirop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Just be sure you
have a winning
hand!

ON CAMPUS

WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH
A S22S.00 NON-REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

July 31st
9 am - Ipm

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. DOC.
310 E. Woo.ttr Straat, Bowline Cum, OH
Located Across From Tfcco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2360.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.

Career Services

www.Johnnewlovercalaatata-.com

wireless Internet service. Airpath
is a nationwide company that
provides such "hot spots" to
about 600 different locations in
15 countries. Wireless Internet
customers who sign up for the
service can use any of the "hot
spots" worldwide.
"The estimate for die growth of
this service is that it will have
120.000 hot spots' worldwide by
2006. and there will be over 140
million laptops with wireless
Internet capabilities," fox said.
Bcih Genson, manager of die
Woodland Towne Centre, expects
business in the mall to rise as a
result of the new wireless technology.
"It provides a convenience for

Deal yourself In on a winning career by
calling 419-891-6820 or by contacting
Slave Elch at det1sje@ups.com

«Xfc£ High Speed Internet
,fc Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes

THE USED

PONT

MAYBE MEMORIES
GRADE: B
Reprise Records

The Used fans get a ireat this summer
with the release of Maybe Memories,
a CD and DVD compilation.
Since the release of their self-tilled
debut album last summer, The Used has
been quite a bu/zed-about band.
The CD features 10 tracks of live and
previously unreleascd material, including live versions of "Maybe Memories,"
"A Box hull Of Sharp Objects;'"On My
Own" and "Say Days Ago" from their
debut.
Also included is the unrdeased track
"lust A little'alongwith home demos
and never before heard songs such as
"Could Be A Good Excuse,""Zcro
Mechanism,""Bulimic"and "Sometimes
I fust CM For It."
The live version are of decent quality,
but the home demos ate a bit scratch)
and muftlcd. But it's easy to overlook the
poor quality considering you are getting
a chance to hear The Used a bit stripped
down and performing never-before
heard songs.
The DVD portion of the disc features
100 plus minutes of sometimes funny,
sometimes annoying documentary
footage from the band's early days in
Utah to the present. The footage
includes personal home movies and live
concert performance.
Also included are the full-length
music videos for "Box Full Of Sharp
t )biects.""The Taste Of lnk,""Buried
Myself Alive" and the brand new "Blue
and Yellow." As an added bonus they've
included two "making of" segments
shot during lhe"Buried Myself Alive"
video as well as "Taste Of Ink."
Maylv Memories is a must ha\,e lor
the ultimate The Used fan.
— Andrea Wilhelm
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At least 60
percent of all
corn grown
in the United
States is fed
to animals.

THE STRING
QUARTET

July 30,
2003
MOSTLY SUNNY
HIGH 82 I LOW 62
www.bgnews.com
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Publishers make cuts

TRIBUTE TO AC/DC
GRADE: C-

By HiUel Italie

Vilamin Records

THE ASSOCiAt!D PRESS

They should have called it "Bach in
Black."
Inspired by AODC's classic album.
The Siring Tribute to AODC features
nicked out string quartet arrangements (if hits like"Hells Bells" and
"You Shook Me All Night Long" on
violin, viola and cello.
The entire original "Back In Black"
album is honored in this Vitamin
Records release.
For those who are not familiar with
the classic album or simply need a
trip down memory lane, the other
songs arc: "Shoot To Thrill,""What Do
You l)o Por Money Honey'"'Give The
Dog A Bone,""Iet Me hit My Love
lntoYou,""Back In Black.""Have A
Drink On Mc,""Shakc A Leg,"and
"Rock & Roll Ain't Noise Pollution"
Several interesting renditions
appear on this CD, and I mean interesting in the bad way.
Mixing classical with rock can
make for a great combination; take
Metallica, lor example. Bui when there
are no words and no guitar accompaniment, it just doesn't work.
For the classical music fan looking
for an oddball CD to add to their collection, this is a diamond in the
rough.
But for AC/IK fans looking for that
something different to add to their
collections, turn the other way and
run. Last.
— Andrea Willwhn

Smile ...it s Wednesday!

NEW YORK — This should lx'
a great time for the book world.
"Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix" has set sales
records Hillary Clinton's memoirs. "Living History," has sold
more than 1 million copies.
Other recent successes include
Oprah Winfrey's book club pick,
"East of Eden," and Walter
Isaacson's "Benjamin Franklin."
But instead of celebrating,
publishers have been cutting.
Scholastic, Inc., the U.S. publisher of the Potter books,
announced in May that 400
employees had been Bred
worldwide and said that in midluly there would be additional
spending reductions. Simon &
Schuster, which released both
the Clinton and Isaacson books,
announced this week that 75
employees would lx.' laid off.
"... the fact remains that our
industry continues to be challenged by any number of issues.
including the most prolonged
period of depressed sales in
memory," Simon & Schuster
CEO lack Romanes wrote in a
company-wide e-mail.
For publishing people, the
value of books like "Living
History" and "Order of the
Phoenix" isn't only in the splash,
but in the ripples. The Industry
had hoped the Potter boom
would carry over to other titles,
but most report either modest
increases or none at all. Once the
boom receded, fundamental

-r-o-

After
Class
Workout

WEDNESDAY

problems remained: a slow
economy, a distracted public.
"It's not a brand new day." says
Lauiie Brown, a vice president
for sales at llarcourl Trade
Publishers. *'| would guess vou'll
find universally cautious positions on sales figures and mar
keting budgets.'
"It's harder for books lo catch
on," says Gary Fiskeljon. a longtime editor at Alfred A. Knopf.
"I think the slump probably
started In the (2000) presidential
election that wouldn't end. And
that spring (20011 was the
dot.com crash. Then you have
Sept. 11 and a constant war footing ever since. People ale just
SALES, PAGE 5

tntela Rowlings iP Piwlo

CUTS: Kelsey O'Neil, 10, looks at the latest Harry Potter book June
29 Despite its success, Potter publishers have been making cuts

It's Not Too Late to Find Your
Home for 2003-2004!!
I in.iiI us at:
newlo 1 ■ c I.I i ■! 11.111 • i

Or Stop by Our
Only Office!!!
Full-time Maintenance
Professional Office Staff

lionm

No Parental Guarantee
Some with pets
permitted
No Application Fee

Check out our Website:

First
Class
Pay

www.newloverealty.com]
Then click on rentals

NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
Bowling Green. Oil
(419)352-5620

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Part-time Package Handlers
(Loading and Unloading)
Earn up to $10 an hour
Tuition Assistance
Great Benefits

5 Great Shifts
New Hire Bonus
Weekends Off

Accepting Applications
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am-4:00 pm
Friday 11:00 am-4:00 pm
650 S. Reynolds Rd.
(North of Airport Hwy. - next to Ryan's)
Toledo, Ohio 43615

1-800-582-3577

Equal Opportunity Employer

Textbook
Buyback
Picture ID Required
2nd floor entrance
of bookstore
Monday 8:00 - 5:00
Tuesday 8:00 - 5:00
Wednesday 8:00 - 5:00
Thursday 8:00 - 5:00
Friday 8:00 - 5:00

I0WIING

BGSU
Sr«!E

GREEN

UNIVERSITY

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEIMHUII-:
"That's like asking me, 'Do I support black
marriage or white marriage?'"
Rev. Al Sharpton, at the Human Rights Campaign candidate forum, after stating that he supports gay marriage while most ot the other Democratic hopefuls
(nrwwKk.«im)

OPINION

US. should follow Canada's lead
Canada's reform to allow gay
marriages will hopefully get a
ball rolling in the United States
and open the doors for acceptance among Americans.
Whether or not a person is In
support of what it means to be
gay or the lifestyle itself should
not make a difference in the
Tight for equality among the gay
population. It is inevitable that
the United States should follow
Canada's lead and allows gay
marriages to occur among
homosexual couples.
As the United States stands

ir l vii
l

right now. blacks are able to
marry whites and other interracial marriages are allowed to
occur, while men are still not
allowed to marry other men and
women cannot marry other
women.
What is wrong with allowing
someone to be happy, even if it
is with a person of his or her
same gender?
Civil rights should allow gay
marriages to occur in order to
give the gay community the
same rights as other Americans
and other groups in the United

States.
With the Supreme Court ruling to strike anti sodomy laws in
the United States, the gay community has gained some ground
among working toward getting a
gay marriage law adopted and
working to gain more rights as
an overall minority group.
By instating gay marriages we
will not hun our economy,
rather we will only make it
stronger. By allowing gay marriage, we will be uniting more
groups together so that the
United States can become a
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Freedoms
come from
somewhere
I just wanted to write to my
"adopted" hometown newspaper
for two reasons: 1) to let everyone know I am doing well and 21
to offer a different perspective to
some of your readers.
I have heard of the anti-war
protests and signs in people's'
yards saying, "No war for oil," etc.
But this really isn't about that at
all. I am serving in Ash
Shuaybah. Kuwait right now with
Coast Guard Port Security Unit
309 and have met many of the
Kuwaiti people. They are genuinely glad that we have done
what we have in Iraq. Ihere are
memorials all around the port to
remember the 600 Kuwaiti and
Third Cuuntry Nationals who
were kidnapped from this country during the Gulf War. which I
also served in. There is still no
word on the fate of many of
these people and. because of the
actions of President Bush and
our military, dieir families have
just now been allowed to go
north into Iraq to seek information on what happened to their

loved ones. I cannot even begin
to imagine their grief and frustration.
There is a wall down at the
Kuwait Naval Base that the Iraqi
military forced the enlisted personnel on the base to stand in
front of while they were shot —
you can see and touch the bullet
holes in the concrete. The officersofthebase received a much
worse death sentence — they
were loaded onto a boat, taken a
few miles from land, and die
boat was sunk. 1 could continue
widi die stories of what 1 have
heard first hand from the Kuwaiti
people themselves, but it would
fill this paper from front to back.
I hate it here! There is no
respite from the 120 to 130
degree heat. There is sand blowing everywhere. The sand fleas
are relentless. There is nothing to
break up the desolate, bleak
landscape of endless desert
around us, other than the black
smoke from the constantly burning smokestacks. But I am here
voluntarily, sacrificing my business concerns, missing birthdays
and anniversaries with my family, missing camping trips and
canoeing trips with friends, and
not being able to even get a cup
of coffee when 1 feel like having
one, simply because I believe we
need to "do what's right" when-

ever we can.
But I am very proud to be here,
and 1 am glad to be able to give
some of you die opportunity to
have the freedoms to voice your
opinions, whether it is in a
protest at campus, or through
the editorials, or by whatever
other means you choose to show
your disagreement with our military actions in Iraq. Unless you
are actually here to see and hear
from the Kuwaitis or the Iraqis.
you will never understand what
it is like to not have the "liberties"
we so often take for granted.
What we did and continue to do
in Iraq was the "right" thing to
do, and eventually the people of
Iraq will gain the right to vote,
and protest and write letters to
the editor, just as you have.
As I said, I am very glad I am
here fighting for your "freedoms,"
and I hope that you will try to
understand what it has been like
for die people of these countries
for too long. The next time you
think this is only about politics,
close your eyes reach out your
hand and touch the bullet holes
in the wall.
God Bless all of you!
DEB MARSH
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

Bryant ruins his good name
MAC VERSTANDIG
Badger Herald
(U-WIRL) MADISON, Wis. Kobe Bryant is someone who has
worked long and hard to maintain an untarnished name that
glitters widi dignity.
Bryant has already admitted to
adultery: I Ic did indeed have sexual intercourse with a 19-year-old
Colorado woman. But he maintains his innocence when it
comes to die allegation of rape;
his defense is that the rendezvous
was consensual.
The case promises to be a classic instance of he-said/she-said.
And it is cases like this that make
the 6di amendment crucial to the
American justice system: Kobe
Bryant has the right to confront
his accuser in a court of law.
But Colorado, like many other
states, has a "victim shield" law
that prohibits Bryant from confronting his accuser's credibility
on grounds of her sexual history.
The intention of this law is definitely noble: To prevent rape victims from the embarrassment of
having to discuss their sexual his-

tory. But with the statute comes a
fundamental problem: In the
United States, defendants are
considered innocent until proven
guilty. Therefore, in cases where
the question is not whether the
right rapist is being charged but,
rather, whether the act was consensual, any presumption that
the accuser is a "victim" is a presumption that the sexual act was
indeed rape.
If Bryant really is to be considered innocent until proven guilty,
his right of confrontation must
extend to sexual matters when
the allegation is one of sexual
wrongdoing.
Some might argue that the
issue is moot because anyone
can be raped, whether they live a
life of promiscuity or one of innocence. But the truth is that a reckless lifestyle comes al a high price
when matters of credibility are
raised. Lor example, many are
rushing to die defense of Bryant,
an athlete who has earned his
squeaky clean reputation. But
would his following be as strong if
he were Tyson, Clinton or
lackson? Plato, in the voice of
Socrates, once wrote, "The way to

gain a good reputation is to
endeavor to be what you desire to
appear." And the truth is that
when it comes to a he-said/shesaid matter, each party is only as
credible as dicir reputation is
strong.
Another key counter-argument
is diat one's sexual history really
has no bearing on an isolated
sexual incident. But don't underestimate what can be learned
from someone's sexual history.
Consider Bryant's accuser. She
supposedly delivered food to his
room long after room service was
closed. Now suppose she has
used such late-night room visits
as a means of seduction in the
past. Suppose that she has
attempted to seduce athletes in
the past.
luries consist of thinking citizens of the republic. If one's sexual history does not suggest the
possibility of consensual activity
under the circumstances, a jury
will have no choice but to dismiss
it as irrelevant. In fact, if someone's sexual history is totally
inconsistent with the facts of the
rendezvous, that history will only
serve to bolster their credibility.
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Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it. Write us and \a us know
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LETTERS TO THE EOITM arc to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
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and phone number should be induded for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
E-mail submissions as an attachment to bgneHrs@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column."Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.

stronger country. What is wrong
with another human being truly
happy? There are many marriages (meaning heterosexual]
that result in abuse or divorce or
any random tragedy. Knowing
this happens in the heterosexual
community, there is nothing
wrong with allowing a homosexual couple that has been together for years to be able to take a
vow of their love.
Religiously, this is a different
issue. However, gay couple
should be allowed to get married
— legally there is nothing wrong

PE0PLE
ON THE STREET
How would you vote if
you were on the Kobe
Bryant jury?

KYLE CERNY

SENIOR,
COMPUTER SCIENCE
"Not guilty. He wouldn't admit to any relation with a girl if he
did anything illegal."

JOE DESTAZI0
SOPHOMORE,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"He's rich and famous.
Who cares?"

MARKASMUS
SENIOR, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

"Guilty, but I don't see
why it is any of our
business."

S00 G0H
GRADUATE STUDENT,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"Guilty, The $4
million ring sure
seemsfishy."

with allowing homosexual marriages. Though the religious side
of the issue is debatable, at least
legally the gay community
would have the same opportunities as any other heterosexual
couple.
. As one The BG News columnist stated in last week's issue:
"There are shows today, such as,
"Who wants to marry my Dad"
or "For Love or Money 2." If random people who don't even
know each other for less than
one month are allowed to get
married on a show, or if individ-

uals are able to get "Married by
America," where the public
votes on what couple should get
married, there seems to be nothing wrong with homosexual
couples — who have been
together for quite a while — to
get married.
It is inevitable that the United
States should look at Canada's
reform and consider doing
something about gay marriage
for our county. This would bring
our county to a whole new level
of acceptance.

California governor
Gray Davis is 'a tooP

m

KEITH J.
POWELL
Columnist

There is a lesson to be
learned from California — if at
first you don't succeed, buy
your way in. As if the Florida
election debacle wasn't
enough, Republicans have
sunk to a new low in their
efforts to undermine basic
democratic principles. Don't
get me wrong. By all accounts,
current California governor
Gray Davis is for lack of a better
adjective, a tool. 1 say this
admittedly having never met
the man myself, and having
based my opinion solely on my
impression of him as conveyed
by the media, the actions of his
fellow members of the
Democratic party, as well as the
reaction of the citizens of
California following the
announcement that come Oct.
7, Davis could very well get
booted out of office. Why this
might not be entirely a bad
thing, it carries widi it troubling
implications
The current state of
(idifornia articulates far better
the governor's abilities as
Governor than I ever could.
I lis term in office has been so
disastrous diat he has alienated
not only conservatives, but his
own parry as well. Davis from
all accounts is so focused on
raising campaign funds that he
resembles more a lelemarketer
pleading for cash at dinnertime
than the leader of a financially
embattled state. In this sense I
can't fault Rep. Darrell Issa. I jke
a shark he smells blood in the
water and recognizes that this
is indeed the time to strike.
Several mondis ago, lsa began
both funding and pushing a
campaign to gather enough
signatures to petition to recall
the governor. This past week
he succeeded with a whopping
1.3 million signatures, and so it
is that on Oct. 7, the people of
California will vote on two specific issues; should Gray Davis
be recalled and, if so, who
should take his place? If he is
indeed recalled Davis will be
the first governor to meet such
a fate in over 80 years.
Allow me to reiterate: recalling Davis might not be such a
bad idea, at least in theory. The
trouble is that doing so opens a
Pandora's Box for future elec-
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tions, both statewide and
nationally. I view this situation
as being somewhat similar to
" the current war in Iraq. The
benefits could be greatly
rewarding but in taking action
entirely too many dangerous
precedents are set. What this
will do is very publicly demonstrate that elections mean
nothing, that as long as there is
some millionaire to bankroll
the effort, any administration
can be undercut at any time.
California is in dire trouble and
instead of working to remedy
these problems Davis must
now work at saving his job.
Gov. Davis won the election
legally, and as such for better or
worse he should be allowed to
finish die job. If Issa is successful In his effort, and Davis is
recalled what is to stop anyone
at any time down the road
from seizing a weakness in
public opinion and exploiting
it to yank the elected official
from office? The natural evolution of such a precedent would
be a revolving door for elected
officials in which their time is
consumed with public relations campaigns rather than
any actual effort toward their
duties
It is easy to dismiss the possible precedents that this recall
effort will set as theoretical,
what is harder to dismiss, however, is the very real possibility
of the recall resulting in die
election of a fringe candidate. If
voter turnout for regular elections are notoriously low, what
kind of abysmal 11 imbers can
be expected for a special election such as the recall? With
the Democrats vowing not to
enter the race against Davis
and the Republicans tripping
over one another to throw their
hat in the ring, this is one election where the two party system might not be a factor. If
members of radical organizations turn out in droves, as they
most surely will, the
Califomians could end up with
a member of NAMBLA or the
KKK holding the state's top
seat.
Gray Davis might not be the
best thing for the people of
California, but I highly doubt
he is the worst. After all, they
could elect Reagan again.
On second thought, I lake
that back. Some things aren't
even funny to joke about.
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'Joey becomes actor
in 'Friends' spinoff
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
'craitibgsu.edu

Wednesday
11:30 a.m. — 1 p.m.
Picnic in the Pub
Black Swamp Pub. BowenThompson Student Union
Noon
Women's Book Club: The Good
Sister
Call the Information Center at
(419)372-2741 to register.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
3rd Floor Dimting Lounge
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Detroit Alumni Chapter Student
Send-Off Party
Join the Detroit Alumni Chapter for
a student send-off party! The
event is free, but reservations are
required Please RSVP by July 25th.
Questions? Contact Kam Walter,
Office of Alumni Affairs, at (419)
372-7772.
The home ol Lloyd and Shirley
Paley. 700 Shepardbush St.
Thursday
6 p.m.
Brent Wheeler, guitar
Master's candidate recital Wheeler
studies with Professor Christopher
Buzzelli in the College of Musical
Arts Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

f

*

5 p.m.
Emily Wheeler, guitar
Master's candidate recital. Wheeler
studies with Professor Christopher
Buzzelli in the College of Musical
Arts. Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Saturday
Noon - 4 p.m.
Colorado's Ohio Alumni Kickball
Tournament

^H
^^^^^

By Lynn fiber
THE 1SSOCIMI0 PRi SS

We've been invited to join Ohio U.,
Ohio State. Miami U. and other
Ohio alums for a kickball tournament! Eight players per team, ten
players max. Cost is $15 per player
without a shirt, $20 per player with
a shirt. Includes food and drink.
Questions? Contact Kevin Baker
(OU grad) at kevin_baker@hotmail.com or (720)946-7719.
Congress Park, Denver, CO

Friday
11 a.m.-5 p.m
Falcon Marching Band:
Percussion Auditions
Auditions for prospective members
of the Falcon Marching Band.
Second of three sessions. For more
information, contact the Band
Activities Office at (419) 3722186.
Moore Musical Arts Center, Room
1010

8 p.m.
BGSU Opera Theater presents
'The Old Maid and the Thief" and
"La Serva Padrona"
Admission charged. Tickets will
available at the door.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

I
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12:30 p.m. — 6 pm
Falcon Marching Band: Color
Guard Auditions
Auditions for prospective members
of the Falcon Marching Band. For
more information, contact the
Band Activities Office at (419)

LOS ANGELES — "Friends" is
paring down to one friend, Joey.
Matt LeBlanc will slar in a
spinoff of the hit NBC comedy
lhai will wrap up a 10-year run
with the 2003-04 season. NBC
Entertainment President leff
Zucker announced Thursday.
"Joey" will take over the 8 p.m.
Thursday time slot held by
"Friends."

"You probably would never
have predicted this when it
began, but over the evolution of
that show ('Friends') Joey has
emerged as the character that
America roots for and loves."
Zucker told the Television Critics
Association.
Viewers want "to see what
happens to him as his life goes
on," Zucker said.
JoeyTribbiani. now a soap star
living in New York, may move to

Angeles, Zucker said. Ihr
rest of the cast has yet to be
determined.
Lett out are "Friends" co-stars
Lisa Kudrow, lennifer Aniston.
Matthew
Ferry,
David
Schwimmer and Courteney Cox
Arqueltc. The Emmy- nominated
I .'111.uu was the only one
approached about a new scries
Zucker said.
ION

372-2186.

Popular books not always
enough to keep sales strong

Moore Musical Arts Center. Room

SALES, FROM PAGE 3

1010
8 p.m.
BGSU Opera Theater presents
'The Old Maid and the Thief and
"La Serva Padrona"
Bowling Green Opera Theater presents two one-act comic operas:
"The Old Maid and the Thief," by
Menotti: and Pergolesi's "La Serva
Padrona." Admission
charged.Tickets will available at
the door.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

preoccupied in all sons of ways."
Big sales don't necessarily
mean big profits, especially if
everyone is expecting a hit. VVith
Clinton receiving an SB million
advance, Simon & Schuster
needed hundreds of thousands
of sales to make money on the
book. And Amazon.com, anticipating tremendous competition
for the letter book, offered a 40
percent discount on the $29.99
suggested price.
The result: Despite more than
I million sales worldwide, the
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My roomate used to do il oil the lime Finally, she talked
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me mlo it I was a little nervous at first, but il was reolly easy
It didn't huft and only toot two houts Then, we found ou' that
plasma was used to make medicines for people with

BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
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GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES
LADIES DAY

Lingerie (Boutique'

significant impact, despite b<x>ks
from Robert Stone, Norman
Rush, Don Del.illo and lane
Smiley.
" rhe fiction market in general
has been very sluggish/1 says
lonathaii Galassi, president and
publisher of Farrar. Straus Ik
(.irons.. "I don't think there has
been a hook this year that realh
took the world by storm. That's
what it lakes, something that
lights people up."

online retailer announced it
essentially broke even with
"Order of the 1'hoenix."
With more than HKI.IHX) titles
annually a-leased in the United
States, the Industry doesn't MIS
lain itself on high-profile l«x)k.s
alone. Il also needs steady sales
of older titles and surprise hits
like Alice Sebold's million-selling
novel, "The Lovely Bones."
Sebold's book, published a
year ago, was the literary event of
2002 and cost a fraction of the
Clinton book to produce. Hut
more than halfway into 2003, no
new literary novel has had any

$ 1 f> o
hemophilia and other illnesses I fell ever better The money
didn't hurt either it helps make ends meet when money is

> 20% OFF

tight But even after I'm out of college, I'm still going to give
plasma.
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10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

CORNER RT 68,23
419-288-2131
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BIOIIFE PLASMA SERVICES 419-425-8680
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rv 1i large cheese
UIKKSK OP

1 topping

K*^ Domino's U
PJZZ3

WM1 medium 2 topping pizza

353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)
$7 Student
Value Menu
(vaHd w/ BGSU D only)

7 Specials
for $7 each!
Free Delivery
1618 E.Wooster, Unit J

Time for a change!
Check out these listings...

PM

1 small 3 topping pizza
h ■ 2 small cheese pizzas
10 chicken kickers &
a20oz. Coke
8 cheesy bread, 5 wings
& a 20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks

Love the Nightlife?
Move in Downtown!
114 S. Main St. #9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments
located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities.
Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/
heat. #7 $300, #9 $350 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2: One bedroom unfurnished apartments
located downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises.
Resident pays all utilities. $325 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Private
entrance. Resident pays all utilities. $515 per month for a 12 month
lease. (ZONED FOR NO MORE THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE)

801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric and gas heat.
$400.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric & gas heat. $400.00
per month for a 12 month lease.

332 S. Main St.

NEW1PVE

(419) 352-5620

www.newloverealty.com
newlolG'dacor.net

Rentals

m

GREENBRIAR
fill 200) UASING

Mercer Manor
Apartments

Campbell Hill
Apartments

(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace
• Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from $700.oo/mo.

(308, 3H.318, 324. 326,
328 & 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, dishwashers, garbage disposals
• Rent from S72S.oo/mo.

Heinz Apartments

Columbia Courts
Apartments

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 8<
451 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves
• Rent from s>2S.oo/mo.

• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C
• Starting at S7oo.oo/mo.

W EAST WOOSTER ST. •

U2-0717

NRWIWE
Ki-nl:ils

332 s. Main
(4I<>) .«52-5<>2»»
\ l«»\ ITt'illl V .1*11111
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GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE
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Ql;()TEl \nioii:
"That's like asking me, 'Do I support black
marriage or white marriage?'"
Rev. Al Sharpton.at the Human Rights Campaign candidate forum, after slating that he supports gay marriage while most of the other Democratic hopefuls
(rwwmiLConi)

www.bgnews.com/opinion

OPINION

US. should follow Canada's lead
Canada's reform to allow gay
marriages will hopefully get a
ball rolling in the United States
and open the doors for acceptance among Americans.
Whether or not a person is in
support of what it means to be
gay or the lifestyle itself should
not make a difference in the
fight for equality among the gay
population. It is inevitable that
the United States should follow
Canada's lead and allows gay
marriages to occur among
homosexual couples.
As the United States stands

ITI Vii

right now, blacks are able to
marry whites and other interracial marriages are allowed to
occur, while men are still not
allowed to marry other men and
women cannot marry other
women.
What is wrong with allowing
someone to be happy, even if it
is with a person of his or her
same gender?
Civil rights should allow gay
marriages to occur in order to
give the gay community the
same rights as other Americans
and other groups in the United

States.
With the Supreme Court ruling to strike ami sodomy laws in
the United States, the gay community has gained some ground
among working toward getting a
gay marriage law adopted and
working to gain more rights as
an overall minority group.
By instating gay marriages we
will not hurt our economy,
rather we will only make it
stronger. By allowing gay marriage, we will be uniting more
groups together so that the
United States can become a

{SIt)TlIK EDITOR.

Freedoms
come from
somewhere
I just wanted to write to my
"adopted" hometown newspaper
for two reasons: 1) to let everyone know I am doing well and 2)
to offer a different perspective to
some of your readers.
I have heard of the anti-war
protests and signs in people's'
yards saying, "No war for oil," etc.
But this really isn't about that at
all. I am serving in Ash
Shuaybah, Kuwait right now with
Coast Guard Port Security Unit
309 and have met many of the
Kuwaiti people. They are genuinely glad that we have done
what we have in Iraq. There are
memorials all around the port to
remember the 600 Kuwaiti and
Third Country Nationals who
were kidnapped from this country during tlic GulfWar. which I
also served in. There is still no
word on the fate of many of
these people and. because of the
actions of President Bush and
our military, their families have
just now been allowed to go
north into Iraq to seek information on what happened to their

loved ones. I cannot even begin
to imagine their grief and frustration.
There is a wall down at the
Kuwait Naval Base that the Iraqi
military forced the enlisted personnel on the base to stand in
front of while they were shot —
you can see and touch the bullet
holes in die concrete. The officers of the base received a much
worse death sentence — they
were loaded onto a boat, taken a
few miles from land, and the
boat was sunk. I could continue
widi the stories of what 1 have
heard first hand from the Kuwaiti
people themselves, but it would
fill this paper from front to back.
I hate it here! There is no
respite from the 120 to 130
degree heat. Ihere is sand blowing everywhere. The sand fleas
are relentless. There is nothing to
break up the desolate, bleak
landscape of endless desert
around us, other than the black
smoke from the constantly burning smokestacks. But I am here
voluntarily, sacrificing my business concerns, missing birthdays
and anniversaries with my family, missing camping trips and
canoeing trips with friends, and
not being able to even gel a cup
of coffee when I feel like having
one. simply because I believe we
need to "do what's right" when-

ever we can.
But I am very proud to be here,
and I am glad to be able to give
some of you the opportunity to
have the freedoms to voice your
opinions, whether it is in a
protest at campus, or through
the editorials, or by whatever
other means you choose to show
your disagreement with our military actions in Iraq. Unless you
are actually here to see and hear
from the Kuwaitis or the Iraqis,
you will never understand what
it is like to not have the "liberties"
we so often take for granted.
What we did and continue to do
in Iraq was the "right" tiling to
do, and eventually the people of
Iraq will gain the right to vote,
and protest and write letters to
the editor, just as you have.
As 1 said, I am very glad I am
here fighting for your "freedoms,"
and I hope that you will try to
understand what it has been like
for the people of these countries
for too long. The next time you
think this is only about politics,
close your eyes reach out your
hand and touch the bullet holes
in the wall.
God Bless all of you!

DEB MARSH
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

Bryant ruins his good name
MAC VERSTANDIG
Badger Herald
(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis.Kobe Bryant is someone who has
worked long and hard to maintain an untarnished name that
glitters with dignity
Bryant has already admitted to
adultery: 1 le did indeed have sexual intercourse with a 19-year-old
Colorado woman. But he maintains his innocence when it
comes to the allegation of rape;
his defense is that the rendezvous
was consensual.
The case promises to be a classic instance of he-said/she-said.
And it is cases like this that make
the 6th amendment crucial to the
American justice system: Kobe
Bryant has the right to confront
his accuser in a court of law.
But Colorado, like many other
states, has a "victim shield" law
that prohibits Bryant from confronting his accuser's credibility
on grounds of her sexual history.
The intention of this law is definitely noble: To prevent rape victims from the embarrassment of
having to discuss their sexual his-

tory. But with the statute comes a
fundamental problem: In the
United States, defendants are
considered innocent until proven
guilty. Therefore, in cases where
die question is not whether the
right rapist is being charged but,
rather, whether the act was consensual, any presumption that
the accuser is a "victim" is a presumption that the sexual act was
indeed rape.
If Bryant really is to be considered innocent until proven guilty,
his right of confrontation must
extend to sexual matters when
the allegation is one of sexual
wrongdoing.
Some might argue that the
issue is moot because anyone
can be raped, whether they live a
life of promiscuity or one of innocence. But the truth is that a reckless lifestyle comes at a high price
when matters of credibility are
raised, for example, many are
rushing to the defense of Bryant,
an athlete who has earned his
squeaky clean reputation. But
would his following be as strong if
he were Tyson. Clinton or
lackson? Plato, in the voice of
Socrates, once wTote, "The way to

gain a good reputation is to
endeavor to be what you desire to
appear." And the truth is that
when it comes to a he-said/shesaid matter, each party is only as
credible as their reputation is
strong.
Another key counter-argument
is that one's sexual history really
has no bearing on an isolated
sexual incident. But don't underestimate what can be learned
from someone's sexual history.
Consider Bryant's accuser. She
supposedly delivered food to his
room long after room service was
closed. Now suppose she has
ua'd such late-night room visits
as a means of seduction in the
past. Suppose that she has
attempted to seduce athletes in
the past.
luries consist of thinking citizens of the republic. If one's sexual history does not suggest the
possibility of consensual activity
under die circumstances, a jury
will have no choice but to dismiss
it as irrelevant. In fact, if someone's sexual history is totally
inconsistent with the facts of the
rendezvous, that history will only
serve to bolster their credibility.

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
arc usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Utters to the Editor and Guest
Columns arc printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes, ftrsonal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
E-mail submissions as an attachment to bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Lerter to
the Editor" or'Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing

stronger country. What is wrong
with another human being truly
happy? There are many marriages (meaning heterosexual)
that result in abuse or divorce or
any random tragedy. Knowing
this happens in the heterosexual
community, there is nothing
wrong with allowing a homosexual couple that has been together for years to be able to take a
vow of their love.
Religiously, this is a different
issue. However, gay couple
should be allowed to get married
— legally there is nothing wrong

PE0PLE
ON THE STREET
How would you vote if
you were on the Kobe
Bryant jury?

KYLE CERNY
SENIOR,
COMPUTER SCIENCE
"Not guilty. He wouldn't admit to any relation with a girl if he
did anything illegal."

JOE DESTA2I0
SOPHOMORE,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"He's rich and famous.
Who cares?"

MARKASMUS
SENIOR, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

"Guilty, but I don't see
why it is any of our
business."

S00 G0H
GRADUATE STUDENT,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

"Guilty, The $4
million ring sure
seems fishy."

with allowing homosexual marriages. Though the religious side
of the issue is debatable, at least
legally the gay community
would have the same opportunities as any other heterosexual
couple.
As one The BG News columnist stated in last week's issue:
"There are shows today, such as,
"Who wants to marry my Dad"
or "For Love or Money 2." If random people who don't even
know each other for less than
one month are allowed to get
married on a show, or if individ-

uals are able to get "Married by
America," where the public
votes on what couple should get
married, there seems to be nothing wrong with homosexual
couples — who have been
together for quite a while — to
get married.
It is inevitable that the United
States should look at Canada's
reform and consider doing
something about gay marriage
for our county. This would bring
our county to a whole new level
of acceptance.

California governor
Gray Davis is 'a tooP

®

KEITH J.
POWELL
Columnist

There is a lesson to be
learned from California — if at
first you don't succeed, buy
your way in. Asifthcllorida
election debacle wasn't
enough. Republicans have
sunk to a new low in their
efforts to undermine basic
democratic principles Don't
get me wrong. By all accounts,
current California governor
Gray Davis is for lack of a better
adjective, a tool. I say this
admittedly having never met
the man myself, and having
based my opinion solely on my
impression of him as conveyed
by the media, the actions of his
fellow members of the
Democratic party, as well as the
reaction of the citizens of
California following the
announcement that come Oct.
7, Davis could very well get
booted out of office. Why this
might not be entirely a bad
thing, it carries with it troubling
implications.
The current state of
California articulates far better
the governor's abilities as
Governor than I ever could.
His term in office has been so
disastrous that he has alienated
not only conservatives, but his
own party as well. Davis from
all accounts is so focused on
raising campaign funds that he
resembles more a telemarketer
pleading for cash at dinnertime
than the leader of a financially
embattled state. In this sense I
can't fault Rep. Darrell Issa. like
a shark he smells blood in the
water and recognizes that this
is indeed the time to strike.
Several months ago, Isa began
I ii it 11 funding and pushing a
campaign to gather enough
signatures to petition to recall
the governor. This past week
he succeeded witii a whopping
1.3 million signatures, and so it
is that on Oct. 7, the people of
California will vote on two specific issues; should Gray Davis
be recalled and, if so, who
should take his place? If he is
indeed recalled Davis will be
the first governor to meet such
a fate in over 80 years.
Allow me to reiterate: recalling Davis might not be such a
bad idea, at least in theory. The
trouble is that doing so opens a
Pandora's Box for future elec-
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tions, both statewide and
nationally. I view this situation
as being somewhat similar to
■ the current war in Iraq. The
benefits could be greatly
rewarding but in taking action
entirely too many dangerous
precedents are set. What this
will do is very publicly demonstrate that elections mean
nothing, that as long as there is
some millionaire to bankroll
the effort, any administration
can be undercut at any time.
California is in dire trouble and
instead of working to remedy
these problems Davis must
now work at saving his job,
Gov. Davis won the election
legally, and as such for better or
worse he should be allowed to
finish the job. If Issa is successful in his effort, and Davis is
recalled what is to stop anyone
at any time down the road
from seizing a weakness in
public opinion and exploiting
it to yank the elected official
from office? The natural evolution of such a precedent would
be a revolving door for elected
officials in which their time is
consumed with public relations campaigns rather than
any actual effort toward their
duties.
It is easy to dismiss the possible precedents that this recall
effort will set as theoretical,
what is harder to dismiss, however, is the very real possibility
of the recall resulting in the
election of a fringe candidate. If
voter turnout for regular elections are notoriously low, what
kind of abysmal n1 tmbers can
be expected for a special election such as the recall? With
the Democrats vowing not to
enter the race against Davis
and the Republicans tripping
over one another to throw their
hat in the ring, this is one election where the two party system might not be a factor. If
members of radical organizations turn out in droves, as they
most surely will, the
Californians could end up with
a member of NAMB1A or the
KKK holding the state's top
seat.
Gray Davis might not be the
best thing for the people of
California, but I highly doubt
he is the worst. After all, they
could elect Reagan again.
On second thought, I take
that back. Some things aren't
even funny to joke about.
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Hie calendar of
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Wednesday
11:30 a.m. — 1 p.m.
Picnic in the Pub
Black Swamp Pub. BowenThompson Student Union
Noon
Women's Book Club: The Good
Sister
Call the Information Center at
(419)372-2741 to register.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
3rd Floor Dimlmg Lounge
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Detroit Alumni Chapter Student
Send-Off Party
Join the Detroit Alumni Chapter lor
a student send-off party! The
event is free, but reservations are
required. Please RSVP by July 25th.
Questions? Contact Kam Walter,
Office of Alumni Affairs, at (419)
372-7772.
The home ot Lloyd and Shirley
Paley. 700 Shepardbush St.
Thursday
6 p.m.
Brent Wheeler, guitar
Master's candidate recital Wheeler
studies with Professor Christopher
Buuelli in the College of Musical
Arts. Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

^B
^^L^^

We've been invited to join Ohio U.,
Ohio State, Miami U. and other
Ohio alums tor a kickball tournament! Eight players per team, ten
players max. Cost is $15 per player
without a shirt, $20 per player with
a shirt. Includes food and drink.
Questions? Contact Kevin Baker
(OU grad) at kevin_baker@hotmail.com or (720)946-7719.
Congress Park, Denver. CO

Friday
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Falcon Marching Band:
Percussion Auditions
Auditions for prospective members
of the Falcon Marching Band
Second of three sessions. For more
information, contact the Band
Activities Office at (419) 372-

2186.
Moore Musical Arts Center, Room
1010
5 p.m.
Emily Wheeler, guitar
Master's candidate recital. Wheeler
studies with Professor Christopher
Buzzelli in the College of Musical
Arts. Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m.
BGSU Opera Theater presents
'The Old Maid and the Thief and
"La Serva Padrona"
Admission charged. Tickets will
available at the door.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center
Saturday
Noon 4 p.m.
Colorado's Ohio Alumni Kickball
Tournament

12:30 p.m.— 6 pm
Falcon Marching Band: Color
Guard Auditions
Auditions for prospective members
ol the Falcon Marching Band. For
more information, contact the
Band Activities Office at (419)
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'Joey becomes actor
in 'Friends' spinoff
By Lynn Elder
IH! 1SSOCIAII0 PRISS

LOS ANGELES — "Friends" is
paring down to one friend, loey.
Matt LeBlanc will star in a
spinoff of the hit NBC comedy
that will wrap up a 10-year run
with the 2003-04 season, NBC
Entertainment President Jeff
Zucker announced Thursday.
"loey" will take over the 8 p.m.
Thursday time slot held by
"Friends."

"You probably would never
have predicted this when it
began, but over the evolution of
that show ('Friends') loey has
emerged as the character that
America roots for and loves,"
Zucker told the Television Critics
Association.
Viewers want "to see what
happens to him as his life goes
on." Zucker said.
loey Ttibbiani, now a soap star
living in New York, may move to

lus Angeles, Zucker said. The
rest of the cast has yet to be

determined
left out are "Friends" co-stars
Usa Kudrow, lennifer Aniston.
Matthew
Perry,
David
Schwimmer and Courtencv 11>\
Arquette. The Emmy-nominated
LeBlanc was the only one
approached about a new aeries
Zucker said,

372-2186.

Popular books not always
enough to keep sales strong

Moore Musical Arts Center. Room

SALES, FROM PAGE 3

1010
8 p.m.
BGSU Opera Theater presents
"The Old Maid and the Thief and
"La Serva Padrona"
Bowling Green Opera Theater presents two one-act comic operas:
"The Old Maid and the Thief," by
Menotti: and Pergolesi's "La Serva
Padrona." Admission
charged.Tickets will available at
the door.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

preoccupied in all sons of ways."'
Big sales don't necessarily
mean big profits, especially if
everyone is expecting a hit. With
Clinton receiving an S8 million
advance, Simon & Schuster
needed hundreds of thousands
of sides to make money on the
book. And Amazon.com, anticipating tremendous competition
for the Potter book, offered a 40
percent discount on the $29.99
suggested price.
The result: Despite more than
I million sales worldwide, the

online retailer announced it
essentially broke even with
Order of the Phoenix."'
With more than 100,000 titles
annually released in the United
States, the industry doesn'i MIS
tain itself on high-profile books
alone. It also needs steady sales
of older titles and surprise hits
like Alice Sebold's million-selling
novel."The Lovely Bones."
Sebold's book, published a
year ago. was the literary event ol
2002 and cost a fraction of the
(linton book to produce. Hut
more than halfway into 20011. no
new literary novel has had any

significant impact, despite books
from Robert Stone. Norman
Hush, Don Del-illo and lane

Smiley.
"The fiction market in general
lias been very sluggish." says
lonathan Cialassi, president and
publisher ot Farrar, Straus d
GirOUX "I don't think then.' lias
been a hook this year that really
took the world by storm. That's
what it lakes, something thai
lights people up

www.bgnews.com

Vi ADULT MART IS
DVD • VIDEOS * TOYS
BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
LOTIONS & MASSAGE OILS
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

Lingerie (Boutique'
www.myadultwarehouse.com
18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20
MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

•4^ Domino's
Pizza
353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

CORNERRT6&23
41 9-288-21 31

g|

1 large cheese or
1 topping pizza
1 medium 2 topping pizza
1 small 3 topping pizza
Y± 12 small cheese pizzas

$7 Student
Value Menu

10 chicken kickers &
a 20oi. Coke

(valid w/ BG8U K) only)

7 Specials
for $7 each!
Free Delivery
1B16E.Wooster, Unit J

8 cheesy bread, 5 wings
ft a 20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks

Love the Nightlife?
Move in Downtown!
114 S. Main St. #9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments
located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities.
Extra storage. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/
heat. #7 $300. #9 $350 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2: One bedroom unfurnished apartments
located downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises.
Resident pays all utilities. $325 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Private
entrance. Resident pays all utilities. $515 per month for a 12 month
lease. (ZONED FOR NO MORE THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE)

Time for a change!
Check out these listings...
801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric and gas heat.
$400.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with
balconies or patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot
and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric & gas heat. $400.00
per month for a 12 month lease.

332 S. Main St.

NEWIPVE

(419) 352-5620

www.newlovcrealty.com
newlolt^dacor.net

Rentals

m

GREENBRIAR

FALL 200) UASING

Mercer Manor
Apartments

Campbell Hill
Apartments

(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, fireplace
• Microwaves, garbage disposals
• Rent from S700.oo/mo.

(308,314,318,324.326,
328 8< 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, dishwashers, garbage disposals
• Rent from $725.00/^10.

Heinz Apartments

Columbia Courts
Apartments

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 &
451 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves
• Rent from $72s.oo/mo.

• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C
• Starting at s^oo.oo/mo.

• M5 f AST WOOSTER ST.

H2-0717

NRWIWE
Kent :ils

XH2 S. Miiin
(4I«>> 352-5A20
\ l«»\ croiilfl> .dim
N ||>I Ol ihK'lH'.lll'l

GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE
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Wanted

Help Wanted

One female roommate needed for a
two bedroom aptartment in the fall.
Call 419-639 2849 ask for Cassie.

Pi. time nanny with day care exp.
needed to care for lovable 22 mo.
old in our BG home. 2-4 days a wk.
hrs. neg. 7-9$ hr. dep. on exp. Can
start now. Good refs & credentials a
must. 419-353-5363.

Quiet, non-smoker/drinker needs
room or apartment, needed for rent
Aug.-May. Please call 419-683-2868
or email iasoneb@bgnet bgsu edu

For Sale
Help Wanted

Classified
Ads
372-6977
lite BO Ncw\ will not knowingly jccept
advenlwmenl* th.il diw.ii inmate. Of
rtKouragc discnminjiian ipjm*i H)
individual otyroupon the ki-i. Q| I.IH*.
wi. volor. creed, rclif inn. nalion-il Oft*
}*in. sctujl ohcnuuon. di>.il>iln\ mm
.t« j vctcun. i>t on the bub of jny ixhcr
k'gall? protected OMN
The BG Hem mova Ihe ri|M to
decline, discontinue or RVM HI) nl\ei
tisemcnt MI. h .i>. Ihoac found to be

defamatory, lacking Hi factual bun,
misleading or fake in nature \n adver
[iMMiieiils .ire MlbfKl lo editing .ind
,.|>pro,jl

Personals
Learn a skill lor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Highland

"" Persons lor cleaning rentals
Aug. 12 thru 25
3530325
Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 8x1 541
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT assisl
persons with MRDD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Full'Part-time
and sub positions available in Bowling Green. Portage. Walbndge and
Weston areas ranging Irom 15-75
hours biweekly. $9 00-512.90 per
hour based upon experience. High
school diptoma/GEO required Application packet may be obtained Irom
Wood County Board ol MRDD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green. Ent B. Monday - Friday,
8:00am ■ 4:30pm E.O.E.

Summerwork
$12.25
base-appt
Great resume exp. $120,000 in
scholarships Awarded. Conditions
apply, must be 18» Cust. Service/
sales No telemarketing. Flex hrs
Call 419-861-6133 or visil
worklorstudents com

Management
1-2-3 BeHroom Apartments

130 E Washington St. BG

(419) 354-6036

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!

9 AM - 5PM
Jay-Mar Apis- Senior Grad
Housing. Newly remodeled with
2 bedrooms, dishwasher and
spacious, beautiful rooms
$510 to $550.12 mo. lease.

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

The Highlands- Senior Grad
Housing, I Bdrm. spacious
large closets, all new windows, car
pel. some w new kitchens & Paths
Starts $395. 12 mo lease
Ask about our bonus1

IU1ITT SWIM
aPAitnaiaii

The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A C gieat location,
cerarric tile, soundproof cons
dishwashers, sky lights vaulted
ceilings Starts $51 O^month

3

N

t

FREE HEAT

We'// rate care of you Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead boll security, large
apts. 24-hr. maintenance On
site laundry.

= VARSITY
= SQUARE
APARTMENTS

www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

r

H=

H GVPSVIANE

419-353-7715 t»>

————_

$500' Cars/trucks Irom $500 Police
impounds. Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001exl 4558
Bed. dresser and armoire
All new! $500 or besl otter
Call 419-575 0112
Getting Married' New Discount Bridal Service Rep in Napoleon. 20
40% oil Bridal Attire. Invitations
SAccessories Lisa 419-599-0620

The Daily Crossword Fix
■^■v

1"

Tornado loosball table, tournament
slyle. excellent condition. $700
419-288-2149.

For Rent
•" Well priced 1 & 2 bdrm apts
starling at $450 Single rms. al $225
All next to campus.Single sem. rales
avail Call 419-353-0325 9am 9pm
1 & 3 bedroom apartments available
in Hillsdate apartment complex. Call
419352-5822
1 bdrm. unlurnished apt.
$390 mo Available lalM No pets
419-352-4650
1. 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apis.
Close to campus
352-5239
2 bdrm lurn or unturn apts 724
6th St 705 7th St. $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease - $525 mo school year lease.
Call 354-0914
2 BEDROOM APT.
Updated Kitchen.
Heat Paid.
419-352-3445
4 bdrm . 1 bth hse @ 516 E. Reed.
Avail Aug. 16. 12 mo. lease. $1050
mo Hse. in good shape w' nice
back yrd 1/2 blk. Irom campus Carpeted w off-street pkg. Unfurn. Appliances includ. No dogs. sec. dep.
req jane al janewurth0laol.com
800 Third SI
1 & 2 bdrm. starting in Aug. 2003
Call 354-9740.
854 8th St.. 1 bedroom.
$385/month plus electric.
Available now 419-392-3354
Available immediately. 2 brdm. apt..
close to campus. $350 ♦ utilities.
419-686-4651
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Homes Irom $10,000.
Fore closures & repos For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext H 584
Table 52w x 28d x 36h wood w/moslac lop «2 stools $80 Loveseatsofa
grey pattern In great shape, $90
419-353-2488
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
33
34
35
36
40
41

—PPP
54
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Mirrored
Roses' places
Mouselike mammal
Flooring piece
Hand-cream ingredient
Brownish-gray
Quantity ol paper
Violent public disorder
Composer Blake
Choices lor the lirsl ol a
threesome
Marsh hen
Pint drink
Noahs peak
Eye problem
Nasser successor
Masculine
Old card game
Choices lor the second ol a
threesome
Dwindle
Riga resident

42
43
46
47
48
49
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34

Gillette shaver
Docking site
Spirited vigor
Political donkey'
"Contempt- star Bngitte
George who was Mary
Ann Evans
Way in
Fixes in position
Stanwyck tilm,"
Dallas"
Teamster
Barker's mark
Long, heroic poem
Seven days
Reluctant
Food consumer
Selling point
Stallone character
Sun-dried brick
Plays' players
Thanks _!
Ladd and Greenspan
Stocky Welsh dog
Small memenlo
TV's talking horse

Extent covered
Climber's supports
Alarm bell
Pay din
Skedaddle1
Choices for the third
of a threesome
Get around
Fact fabricator
Doing nothing
Cantaloupe or casaba
Cable channel's letters
Char slightly
News medium
Comprehends
Bryn _ College

37 Burslyn ol
"The Exorcist"
38 Sing
39 Terseness
44 Maintain a grip
45 East
46 Rose slickers
48 End ol land or sea?
49 Rope liber
50 Affirm positively
51 Bamako's land
52 Bullring bravos
53 Stand
54 Crealive thought
55 Long nail
56 Deborah of lilm
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Elliciency apartment. 400 sq. ft..
cable & utilities included. 1 parking
space $350 Call 354-8719

i

$1.50 pint

|

rabst Blue Ribbon
1

I DRINKS OF THE
f
MONTH
1

House tor rent 3 blocks from campus 4 bdrm. w/ garage Avail. Aug.
15 419-787-7577.

•Now Featuring Ihe
Brewster s Ski-Shop

NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm. 2 balh. A/C7
util. rm wsh/dry hookup Fifth Si.
$875'mo. Call 352-8872.

^VSAFE

On 7th St 2 bdrm house, w/d,
Iron! porch, $595/mo. * utlities.
. avail, immed. 419-287-4337.
SUBLEASER NEEDED 134 N MAIN
BG. $355/MO. & ELEC. 1 BDRM
ABOVE QUIET DOWNTOWN BUSI
NESS 419 575-1258.

200 Vxih Summit Slrccl

B.~lim; Gum Ohm 4UOM527
l-huiK4l9.-53-90.il
Fm 419-1535191

I: null ii iiuHdi «.IK-I IIJ
1'raiting and Proclaiming Chriil

at the Heart uf Howling Green

The only Apartment Community that can help
improve your social life!

Fri. Aur.ust 1st
DJ24

Tues. RiiRilst 5th
Mi irtini & Bloody Nig ht
■/ DJ 24

104 S. Main
353-0988

STKRLINC I'NIVOSITY
Deposit

Com PLAY Fm POOL
MtMTom, MO down I
Fridays
4 pm-7 pm

$2.00

V

Service
1030-Sunday School
11:30-Conremf>oiiiiy
Senice

DJ Baroque

A
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Worship Times
9:I5-Tradirumal

Mori, ftmiiist 4th

Hurricanes $2.00
Texas Tea $3.50
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Grad student apartmenl
1 bedroom. $410 month
419-206-0535

Sat. August 2nd
TBJ\

$1.25 pint

V

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Thurs. July 3ist
Ladies Night
mi Diamond D. tee

Natural Light

s

For Rent
BG Apts -818 822 2nd St
2BR -$490 ♦ gaselec
Smith Apl Rentals 419-352-8917

Wed. July 30th
DJ Baroque
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Onc&ive

FREE August 03 Rent!

4 I 9-353-5 1 00

FREE High Speed Internet
- FREE Tanning Dome

706 Napoleon Rd.
www.sterlinghousing.com

• FREE W/D in Apartment
• FREE BGSU Shuttle
"Be Free"
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Rents as
low as $299!

An SUHfi) Community, SUH<3> is a irodemwk ol sun

APPiTfZlR

Hurry—Time is Running Out!

